We give formulas for calculating the unramified Brauer group of a homogeneous space X of a semisimple simply connected group G with finite geometric stabilizer F over a wide family of fields of characteristic 0. When k is a number field, we use these formulas in order to study the Brauer-Manin obstruction to the Hasse principle and weak approximation. We prove in particular that the Brauer-Manin pairing is constant on X(k v ) for every v outside from an explicit finite set of non archimedean places of k.
Introduction
The Brauer group Br X of a (smooth, geometrically integral) variety X over a field k is defined as the second étale cohomology group H 2 (X, G m ). A variant of this group is the unramified Brauer group Br un X ⊂ Br X. The latter has the advantage of being a stably birational invariant (and as such, it admits a definition that only depends on the fields k(X) and k, cf. [CT95] ). Moreover, it corresponds to the Brauer group of a smooth compactification of X and as such it can be used for the definition of the Brauer-Manin obstruction to the Hasse principle and weak approximation. Since these arithmetic properties and the corresponding obstruction involves both global and local fields, it is important to develop formulas for Br un X over arbitrary fields.
In this paper we are interested in the unramified Brauer group of homogeneous spaces of (connected) linear groups. In this context, when X is a homogeneous space of a linear group G with connected or abelian stabilizer (in general, of "ssumult" type), Borovoi, Demarche and Harari have given formulas for the "algebraic part" of Br un X in [BDH13] . The same part in the case of arbitrary stabilizers was covered by the author in [LA15] , but only for a semisimple simply connected group G. It is worth noting that, for connected and abelian stabilizers, the algebraic part corresponds to the whole group Br un X (i.e. there is no "transcendental part"). This is not true anymore for general non connected stabilizers, in particular for finite stabilizers, as it was proven over k = C by Bogomolov in [Bog87] . Passing then to the whole group Br un X is a completely different task and it is only recently that Colliot-Thélène managed to do this in [CT14] for homogeneous spaces of G = SL n with finite constant stabilizer (in particular X(k) = ∅) by generalizing Bogomolov's method. In this paper, we use the same methods in order to generalize this result in three directions:
• we replace SL n with a semisimple simply connected group (although this is a simple application of a remark by Colliot-Thélène himself, cf. the appendix of [LA15] );
• we do not assume the finite stabilizer to be constant;
• we do not even assume that there are k-points in X.
The price we have to pay for such a generalization is a small restriction on the base field: namely we have to avoid a certain family of fields which, for lack of a better term, we have named essentially real fields. These include all real-closed fields, but not much more, cf. section 2.1. In particular, all global fields and non-archimedean local fields, for which we want to find arithmetic applications, are considered in our formulas. Moreover, the general intermediate results in this paper are enough to get the expected application for the field of real numbers.
The structure of the article is as follows. In section 2 we fix notations, give the definition of essentially real fields and we study some subgroups of a finite gerb which are necessary to state the main formulas. In section 3 we interpret the group Br X in terms of group cohomology using a natural gerb that is associated to any homogeneous space X (which is nothing but the fundamental group of X). We also reinterpret the BrauerManin evaluation pairing in terms of restrictions in group cohomology. In section 4 we study the particular case of finite abelian stabilizers, for which we prove the triviality of Br un X under some extra hypotheses. This is the heart of Bogomolov and ColliotThélène's method. We finally get to the main formulas in section 5 and give an arithmetic application in section 6, which consists in giving an explicit set of bad places away from which the Brauer-Manin obstruction does not detect anything.
Notations and preliminaries
All throughout the text, k denotes a field of characteristic 0. We denotek an algebraic closure of k and Γ k the absolute Galois group Gal(k/k). For L/k any other Galois extension, we denote the corresponding Galois group by Γ L/k . For X a k-variety, we denote byX thek-variety X × kk . In particular, we will be denoting everyk-variety by a letter with a bar. We will denote by G a semisimple simply connected group and by F (resp.F ) a finite k-group (resp.k-group). For such a finite group, we will make the following abuse of notation: we will always identify the finite algebraic group with the abstract group of itsk-points (eventually with an action of Γ k ), thus avoiding everywhere the notation F (k) orF (k). We think that the context will be clear enough for the reader to see whether we mean the group or the scheme.
By a procyclic group, we mean a commutative profinite group which is topologically generated by a single element. If Γ is procyclic, then one can always canonically write Γ ∼ = p Γ p , where p ranges through the set of all prime numbers and Γ p is a procyclic pro-p-group, hence a quotient of (Z p , +). By a strictly procyclic group, we mean a procyclic group Γ such that each one of its p-Sylow subgroups Γ p is either trivial or infinite (and hence isomorphic to Z p ).
Essentially real fields
Recall that, by the Artin-Schreier Theorem, an absolute Galois group is finite if and only if it is isomorphic to Z/2Z. In particular, a finite closed subgroup of an arbitrary Galois group must be isomorphic to Z/2Z. Definition 2.1. We will say that a field k is essentially real if the 2-Sylow subgroups of Γ k are finite and non trivial (so a fortiori of order 2).
Examples of essentially real fields are real closed fields (including R), but also fields like k = n∈N R((t 1 2 n )). This last field has L = n∈N C((t 1 2 n )) as a Galois extension of order 2, and sincek = n∈N C((t 1 n )), it is easy to see that Γ L ⊂ Γ k is isomorphic to the product p =2 Z p , so in particular it has trivial 2-Sylow subgroups, hence Γ k has 2-Sylow subgroups of order 2.
These fields happen to be the only ones for which our techniques for calculating the unramified Brauer group of a homogeneous space do not work. Note however that every such field has a unique quadratic extension for which our formulas work, so a simple restriction-corestriction argument tells us that we can calculate the prime-to-2 part of the unramified Brauer group for these fields as well. Moreover, aside from the real numbers, there seem to be no other interesting fields if one has arithmetic applications in mind. And we can use some of the results here below that are independent of the field to get the expected applications in the real case, cf. section 6.
Subgroups of finite gerbs
Let k be a field of characteristic 0,F be a finitek-group. A (F , k)-gerb (or simply a finite gerb) in this context is just a group extension
such that π is continuous. Note that in particular E is a profinite group. Following Springer, one can naturally associate a finite gerb to every homogeneous space with finite stabilizer (cf. [Spr66] ). We will do the same thing here below by considering the étale fundamental group. Then, in order to calculate the unramified Bruaer group of the homogeneous space, we will consider certain families of subgroups of a given gerb E, defined as follows. Recall that a strictly procyclic group is a procyclic group such that each one of its p-Sylow subgroups is either trivial or infinite.
Definition 2.2. Let E be a (F , k)-gerb as above and let A be a (discrete) E-module. For x ∈ {ab, bic, cyc} and y ∈ {scyc, 0}, we denote by (E) x y the set of closed subgroups D of E such that
• π(D) is strictly procyclic (y = scyc), resp. trivial (y = 0).
We also set, for i ≥ 1:
For example, X 3 Brauer group and Brauer pairing in group cohomology Let X be a homogeneous space of a semisimple simply connected group G with finite geometric stabilizerF . We claim that there is a canonical (F , k)-gerbF X associated to X, i.e. a group extension
In fact, such a group can be obtained by taking the étale fundamental group of X. Consider the Galois coverX → X and fix a geometric pointx ofX. Then we get an isomorphismX ∼ =F \Ḡ, whereF is thek-group stabilizingx. In particular,Ḡ →X is anF -torsor and hence a Galois cover. SinceḠ is simply connected, we know by the theory of étale covers (see [SGA1, Exp. V]) that:
• the group π 1 (X,x) corresponds to the automorphism group of the coverḠ → X;
• the groupF can be seen as a subgroup of π 1 (X,x), corresponding to those automorphisms fixingX;
• sinceX → X is Galois, the subgroupF is normal in π 1 (X,x);
• the quotient of π 1 (X,x) byF is isomorphic to Γ k , the group of automorphisms of X → X.
For such a homogeneous space, we define thenF X to be the group π 1 (X,x), which fits in the group extension (1) and hence corresponds to a finite gerb. It is well-known that the isomorphism class of such a group does not depend on the choice ofx and it is hence canonically associated to X.
Note that if X(k) = ∅, then we may consider the étale cover G → X defined by sending g ∈ G to xg ∈ X for some x ∈ X(k). This is in fact an F -torsor, where F is the stabilizer of x and hence a k-group. Once again, by the theory of étale covers, G → X corresponds to a subgroup of F X which is easily seen to correspond to a splitting of sequence (1). As such, it defines an action of Γ k on F by conjugation in F X which turns out to be the natural action of Γ on the geometric points of F as a k-group.
In other words, if X(k) = ∅, the natural extension (1) associated to X is the semidirect product of Γ k and F for the natural action of Γ k on the stabilizer F of a k-point.
Remarks.
1. The class of the extension we have just presented is the Springer class associated to the homogeneous space X in the nonabelian 2-cohomology set H 2 (k/k,F rel G), as defined by Springer in [Spr66] . Elements in this set are gerbs (which justifies our use of the word), as introduced by Giraud in his theory of nonabelian cohomology, cf. [Gir71] . 2. Note that the use of either the étale fundamental group or the Springer class can be avoided in the case where X(k) = ∅, where one can just put F X := F ⋊ Γ k by definition. The need for these nonabelian tools appears in the case where we do not have a rational point, case in which (to our knowledge) no formula for calculating the unramified Brauer group of a homogeneous space with finite stabilizer had been given until now, with the exception of [Dem10] for the algebraic part Br un,al X in the particular case where k is a number field and G = SL n .
The proposition below is also a simple consequence of the theory of étale covers as explained in [SGA1, Exp. V].
Proposition 3.1. Let k, G and X be as above. Let E be a closed subgroup ofF X and denoteH = E ∩F . Denote by L the subfield ofk fixed by the image of
We will use the gerbF X to study the unramified Brauer group Br un X as follows.
Proposition 3.2. Let k, X and G be as above and letF X be the canonical gerb associated to X. Then
whereF X acts onk * via its quotient Γ k in the obvious way. Moreover, for any algebraic extension L/k and any homogeneous space Y of G L with finite stabilizerH equipped with a G L -equivariant map Y → X L , one has a commutative diagram
Proof. By construction, we know that the arrowḠ → X is anF X -cover. We have the right then to consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence in étale cohomology:
Since Pic (Ḡ) = 0 andk[X] * =k * , we deduce from this spectral sequence the following exact sequence
where we note thatF X acts onk * via its quotient Γ k in the obvious way. Now, by [Gil09, §0], we know that BrḠ is trivial for semisimple simply connected groups. This gives the equality Br X = H 2 (F X ,k * ). Finally, the unramified Brauer group is functorial for dominant morphisms (cf. [CTS07, Lem. 5.5]) and the spectral sequence is compatible with restrictions. This, along with Proposition 3.2, proves the commutativity of the diagram.⌣ Let us study now how the classic Brauer-Manin pairing
behaves with respect to this new interpretation of Br X. Consider a point x ∈ X(k). Then, as we remarked before, we get a homomorphic section s x : Γ k →F X , so thatF X becomes a semi-direct productF ⋊ Γ k for the action of Γ k on the stabilizer of x, which is a k-form ofF that we note F x . Such a point allows us moreover to see X as a quotient G/F x , hence we can consider the coboundary morphism δ x : X(k) → H 1 (k, F x ). Now, it is well-known that the set H 1 (k, F x ) classifies, up to conjugation, the continuous sections Γ k →F X . Then any point y ∈ X(k) gives us as the same time a new homomorphic section s y ofF X and a class δ x (y) ∈ H 1 (k, F x ). The following result is then an easy exercise: Lemma 3.3. Let y ∈ X(k). Then the class in H 1 (k, F x ) corresponding to the homomorphic section s y is δ x (y).⌣ Thus for y ∈ X(k), we obtain the following restriction morphism
which only depends on the class δ x (y) ∈ H 1 (k, F x ): indeed, any other point having the same image by δ x corresponds to a section that is conjugate to s y and conjugation induces the identity on H 2 (F X ,k * ). We have thus found compatible pairings:
which are easily seen to be functorial in k.
Proposition 3.4. The pairing on the upper line of (2) is the Brauer-Manin pairing.
Proof. We may assume that X(k) = ∅ (otherwise there is nothing to prove). In particular, we may assume that X = G/F for some finite k-group F (once again, this amounts to fixing a point in X(k)) and henceF X = F X is a semi-direct product as above. Consider now, for x ∈ X(k), the cartesian commutative diagram
whereP is the trivial F -torsor overk, i.e. copies of Speck permutated by F . The diagram induces a morphism of Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences
which gives us in particular the following commutative square
The Brauer-Manin pairing for the group H 2 (F X ,k * ) with respect to the point x corresponds to passing through the upper part of the diagram, whereas the pairing in (2) corresponds to passing through the lower part. Indeed, this part of the diagram can be restated as
where n denotes the order of F and where the left arrow is defined by the diagonal inclusion. A direct computation shows that the F X -module in the middle term is the induced module Ind
and hence the middle term is just H 2 (s x (Γ k ),k * ) by Shapiro's Lemma. This proves that the composition of both arrows corresponds to the restriction with respect to the subgroup
The case of abelian stabilizers
Our formula for the unramified Brauer group of a homogeneous space with finite stabilizer is inspired by Colliot-Thélène's formula in the constant case (cf. [CT14, thm. 5.5]), where he emulates Bogomolov's work (which was over C) over a non algebraically closed field. In particular, the formula uses the triviality of the unramified Brauer group of homogeneous spaces with constant abelian stabilizer. In order to generalize the formula to the non-constant case, we also need to generalize the result on triviality to non-constant abelian stabilizers.
Let k be a field of characteristic 0, G be a semisimple simply connected k-group and X a homogeneous space of G with finite abelian stabilizerĀ. We get then as before the finite gerb
which gives us a natural action of Γ k onĀ by conjugation inĀ X (which is well defined sinceĀ is abelian). We get then a natural k-form A ofĀ associated to X. Proposition 4.1. Let k be a field of characteristic 0, G be a semisimple simply connected k-group and X a homogeneous space of G with finite abelian stabilizer. Let A denote the natural k-form of the stabilizer, L/k be an extension splitting A and n be the exponent of A. Assume that for every p r dividing n with p a prime number, the extension L(µ p r )/k is cyclic. Then Br un X = Br 0 X.
Remark.
Note that if L = k the last hypothesis is automatically satisfied for odd p, so that it is only a condition on the ciclicity of the extension k(µ 2 r )/k. As such, this is a generalization of Colliot-Thélène's condition Cyc(G, k) for a constant k-group G, which is precisely the particular case of L = k, see [CT14] .
Proof. Since Br un X is a torsion group, it will suffice to prove the proposition for Br un X{p} for a given prime number p.
is prime to p (note that L/k is necessarily cyclic). By the classic restrictioncorestriction argument, we may assume that k = L p and hence that Γ L/k is a finite cyclic p-group.
Consider now the p-Sylow subgroup S of A. Since the group H 2 (k, A) from which A X comes from splits into the product of its Sylow subgroups, we know that there exists a commutative diagram of extensions
In
r is the exponent of A and X 1 cyc denotes the elements that are trivialized by restriction to every procyclic subgroup of Γ k . Now, the inflation-restriction sequence for
SinceÂ is constant over L(µ p r ), the term on the right corresponds to homomorphisms
. But since L(µ p r )/k is cyclic by condition 2, there exists a procyclic subgroup C of Γ k surjecting onto Γ L(µ p r )/k , so that we have the following commutative diagram
Since the restriction ofᾱ to C is trivial, we deduce thatᾱ is trivial, hence α ∈ Br 0 X, which concludes the proof.⌣
Using the same kind of restriction-corestriction argument one can prove a similar result for homogeneous spaces with meta-abelian stabilizer (i.e. whose Sylow subgroups are abelian), at least under the hypothesis of the existence of a rational point. In particular, the formulas appearing in next section could also be stated with meta-abelian subgroups of the stabilizer.
General formulas for Br un X
Let k be a field of characteristic 0, G a semisimple simply connected k-group and X a homogeneous space of G with finite geometric stabilizerF . LetF X be the finite gerb canonically associated to X, cf. section 3. Recall that Proposition 3.2 gives us an isomorphism
Moreover, if we denote by µ the subgroup ofk * consisting of all the roots of unity, then we have an exact sequence
in which the groupk * /µ is a uniquely divisibleF X -module, hence cohomologically trivial. This means that H 2 (F X , µ) = H 2 (F X ,k * ) and hence we can replacek * by µ on the statement here below.
Theorem 5.1. Let k be a field that is not essentially real (i.e. the 2-Sylows of Γ k are either infinite or trivial). Let G, X,F be as above. Then the following subgroups of H 2 (F X ,k * ) coincide and correspond to Br un X:
Remark. In [CT14, Thm. 5.5], Colliot-Thélène proves that in the case where the stabilizer of a k-point is a constant k-group F (i.e. whenF X =F × Γ k ) the normalized unramified Brauer group of X is isomorphic to some unspecified subgroup of X 2 ab (F , k * ). Using the inflation arrow
, which is easily seen to be injective in this particular case, we see that X 2 ab (F , k * ) falls into X 2 ab,0 (F X ,k * ). Then Theorem 5.1 gives a first description of this subgroup: it is the intersection with X 2 cyc,scyc (F X ,k * ).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Note that the following inclusions are evident
Let us then prove first the inclusion
Let α ∈ Br un X. Consider a closed subgroup E ofF X in (F X ) ab scyc . By Proposition 3.1, we know that E =H Y for some homogeneous space Y of G L whose geometric stabilizer H = E ∩F is abelian, where L is an extension of k such that Γ L is strictly procyclic. We have then that the restriction α E of α to H 2 (E,k * ) falls into Br un Y by Proposition 3.2. Now, Proposition 4.1 tells us that Br un Y = Br 0 Y . But since Γ L is strictly procyclic, the field L is of cohomological dimension ≤ 1 and hence Br L = 0.
1 Thus α E is trivial for all such E and α ∈ X 2 ab,scyc (F X ,k * ) as claimed.
Let us prove now the inclusion
Let α ∈ H 2 (F X ,k * ) ⊂ Br X and assume that α ∈ Br un X. We need to show that there exists a subgroup E ofF
Recall that the Brauer group of X is embedded in Br k(X), where k(X) denotes the function field of X. Let then A ⊂ k(X) be a discrete valuation ring of rank one with fraction field k(X), residue field κ A ⊃ k and such that ∂ A (α) = 0, where
is the residue map (cf. [CTS07, Def. 5.2]). We will follow Bogomolov's argument as it is presented in [CTS07, Thm. 6.1]. In particular, the facts that follow come from [Ser79, I.7] .
2 LetÃ be the integral closure of A ink(Ḡ). It is a semi-local Dedekind ring. We can choose then a prime ideal and consider the localization B ofÃ in it, which is also a discrete valuation ring with residue field κ B ⊃k. Let D ⊂F X be the associated decomposition subgroup and I ⊂ D the corresponding inertia group, that is, the kernel of the surjective morphism D → Gal(κ B /κ A ). Since k ⊂ κ A andk ⊂ κ B , it is easy to see that I is contained inF . The group I is thus finite and, by [Ser79, IV.2], we deduce that it is cyclic and central in D ∩F since the fieldk(Ḡ)F =k(X) contains all the roots of unity. On the other hand, one easily sees that D is of finite index inF X , hence its 2-Sylow subgroups are either infinite or contained inF by our hypothesis on Γ k .
Denote by α I the restriction of α to H 2 (I,k * ) and similarly for D. If α I = 0, then we are done since I is cyclic and hence clearly belongs to (F X ) 
with ∂ A (α) = 0 and ∂ B I (α I ) = 0. Now, recall that H 1 (κ, Q/Z) = Hom(Γ κ , Q/Z), hence there exists an elementf ∈ Gal(κ B /κ A ) ∼ = D/I such that ∂ A (α)(f ) = 0. Take a preimage f ∈ D and consider the closed procyclic subgroup C := f ⊂ D ⊂F X . We claim that we may choose f so that either C ⊂F or C ∩F = {1}.
Assuming the claim, put E := I, C ⊂ D and insert Brk(G) E in the diagram above. We verify then that ∂ B E (α E ) = 0, which implies that α E = 0. Now, since I is normal in D and central in D ∩F , one easily deduces that either E ∈ (F X ) bic 0 or E ∈ (F X ) cyc scyc depending on the choice above. Given the trivial inclusions stated at the beginning, this proves the theorem.
We give now a proof of the claim in order to finish. The group C splits into a direct product of pro-p-groups C p such that:
Indeed, if C p is infinite, then C p ∼ = Z p and the intersection C p ∩F corresponds to a finite subgroup of Z p , hence it is trivial. On the other hand, if C p is finite, then its image in the quotient Γ k is finite and hence trivial if p = 2 by the Artin-Schreier theorem. Since ∂ A (α) is non trivial on C, it must be non trivial on one of the C p , so that up to changing f by a generator of such a C p we are done, unless the only such prime is p = 2 and C 2 is finite. In that case, either the 2-Sylow of D is contained inF and hence so is C 2 and we are done, or else the 2-Sylow of D is infinite. In this last case, we can modify f by a 2-primary element of infinite order in the kernel of ∂ A (α), so that we get an infinite C 2 , which allows us to conclude.⌣
We now give a lemma that will be useful for the applications in section 6. Recall that, given x ∈ X(k), we may normalize the Brauer group Br X by considering the subgroup of elements that are trivialized by evaluation at x, that is, we may define
and define the normalized unramified Brauer group Br x un X as the intersection of Br x X with Br un X.
Lemma 5.2. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 that is not essentially real, G a semisimple simply connected k-group, F ⊂ G a finite k-subgroup of order n and X the khomogeneous space G/F . Let x ∈ X(k) be the point corresponding to the subgroup F , so that the natural section
Finally, let µ{n} denote the group generated by the p-primary roots of unity for every p dividing n and let L/k be a Galois extension splitting F and containing µ{n}.
Then the subgroup s x (Γ L ) is normal in F X and every α in the normalized unramified Brauer group Br
where
Proof. The fact that s x (Γ L ) is normal comes from the fact that Γ L is normal in Γ k and acts trivially on F by definition. Then the subgroup F ⋊ Γ L of F X is actually a direct product and the normality of s x (Γ L ) follows. It is easy to see then that the quotient is
Concerning the second assertion of the lemma, note that, by definition, α ∈ Br
is trivial when restricted to the subgroup s x (Γ k ) of F X . Since this subgroup is of index n, the classic restriction-corestriction argument tells us that α is an n-torsion element. Consider then the short exact sequence
and note that the quotient is a uniquely p-divisible group for every p dividing n. This means that multiplication by p is an automorphism of H i (F X ,k * /µ{n}) for every i ≥ 1. In particular, these groups have no p-primary torsion, which tells us that α can be uniquely lifted to an n-torsion element of H 2 (F X , µ{n}) and so it goes for any restriction of α to any closed subgroup of F X . We will thus make an abuse of notation and still call α the element in H 2 (F X , µ{n}).
Consider now the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
associated to the short exact sequence
Since L contains µ{n}, Γ L acts trivially on µ{n} and hence the map E 2,0 2 → E 2 corresponds to the inflation map of the statement of the theorem. In order to prove the lemma, we have to prove then that α ∈ E 2 maps to 0 in E
2 is nothing but the restriction map
associated to the inclusion s x : Γ L → F X . Now, it is by hypothesis that α is trivialized by restriction to
2 . For the second arrow, note that the section s x is well defined on the quotient F ⋊ Γ L/k and the HochschildSerre spectral sequence is compatible with restrictions, so that we have a commutative diagram
Definition 6.1. Let k, G, X be as above. Let F be the stabilizer of a k-point in X and denote by L/k the Galois extension obtained via the kernel of the natural morphism Γ k → Aut (F ) given by the action of Γ k on the points of F . Then v ∈ Ω k is said to be a bad place if it is a non archimedean place that either ramifies in L/k or divides the order of F . Otherwise, we say that v is a good place.
Note that by this definition all archimedean places are assumed to be good places. This is due to the fact that the Brauer-Manin obstruction doesn't interact with archimedean places. In fact, we prove that this is true for all good places via the following two theorems:
Theorem 6.2. Let G a semisimple simply connected R-group, F ⊂ G a finite Rsubgroup of order n and X the R-homogeneous space G/F . Then the Brauer pairing
is constant on X(R).
Theorem 6.3. Let k be a non archimedean local field of residue characteristic p, G a semisimple simply connected k-group, F ⊂ G a finite k-subgroup of order n and X the k-homogeneous space G/F . Assume that p is prime to the order of F and that F is split by an unramified extension of k. Then the Brauer pairing
With these results, we can relate Colliot-Thélène's conjecture on the Brauer-Manin obstruction (cf. [CT03, Introduction] ) with a conjecture given by Demarche, Neftin and the author in [DLAN17, §1.2] on "tame approximation", as it was suggested in [DLAN17, §2.5]. Indeed, Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 tell us that the Brauer set
Brun surjects onto the product S X(k v ) for every finite set S of good places. Assuming the first conjecture, we get then the density of X(k) in S X(k v ). Recalling [DLAN17, Prop. 2.4], we have thus proved that:
Corollary 6.4. Assume that the Brauer-Manin obstruction is the only obstruction to weak approximation for homogeneous spaces with finite stabilizers. Then the Tame approximation problem has a positive solution for every finite k-group F , i.e. the natural restriction map
is surjective for every finite set S of good places.⌣ Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let x ∈ X(R) be the point corresponding to the subgroup F . Then we may consider the normalized subgroup Br x un X ⊂ Br un X of the elements that are trivial when evaluated in x. It is clear then that Br un X ≃ Br 0 X × Br x un X and hence it will suffice to prove that the pairing is trivial on the subgroup Br
Consider the group F X = F ⋊ Γ R . This group comes with a splitting s x : Γ R → F X associated to x. Consider then an element α ∈ Br
and take a point y ∈ X(R). Let s y : Γ R → F X denote the corresponding splitting. We know then by Proposition 3.4 that the image of (α, y) by the Brauer-Manin pairing is the restriction of α to H 2 (Γ R , C * ) = Br R via s y . Let σ be the non trivial element in Γ R . Then, since it is well-known that sections Γ R → F X are classified by the cocycle set Z 1 (R, F ), we know that s y (σ) is of the form f s x (σ) with f ∈ F such that f σ = f −1 . This tells us that there is a cyclic σ-stable subgroup C = f of F such that the section s y factors through C ⋊ Γ R . In other words, we have the folllowing commutative diagram of finite groups
which induces the following commutative diagram of cohomology groups
On the other hand, since C is σ-stable, it corresponds to an R-subgroup of F . We can consider then the morphism Z = G/C → G/F = X and the point z ∈ Z above x corresponding to the subgroup C. Since α ∈ Br x un X, we know by Proposition 3.2 that its restriction α Z to Br Z = H 2 (C ⋊ Γ R , C * ) actually falls into Br z un Z. Now, since C and Γ R are cyclic, Proposition 4.1 tells us that α Z is in Br 0 Z ∩ Br z un Z and hence is trivial. We conclude then that its restiction to s y (Γ R ) is trivial and hence so is its evaluation at y for every y ∈ X(R). This proves the theorem.⌣ Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let x ∈ X(k) be the point corresponding to the subgroup F . As before, we may consider the normalized subgroup Br x un X ⊂ Br un X and prove that the pairing is trivial on Br x un X. Consider the group F X = F ⋊ Γ k . This group comes with a splitting s x : Γ k → F X associated to x and Proposition 3.4 tells us then that the elements in Br x un X are elements that are trivialized when restricted to s x (Γ k ). Since the index of this subgroup is n, the classic restriction-corestriction argument tells us then that Br x un X is an n-torsion group. Let µ{n} ⊂ k * be the group generated by the q-primary roots of unity for every q dividing n. Then it is easy to see that H 2 ( * , µ{n}) corresponds to the subgroup of H 2 ( * ,k * ) generated by the elements of q-primary torsion. In particular, H 2 (k, µ{n}) conatins the n-torsion of Br k and H 2 (F X , µ{n}) contains the n-torsion of Br X.
Consider then an element α ∈ Br x un X ⊂ H 2 (F X , µ{n}) and take a point y ∈ X(k). Let s y : Γ k → F X denote the corresponding splitting. We know then by Proposition 3.4 that the image of (α, y) by the Brauer-Manin pairing is the restriction of α to H 2 (Γ k , µ{n}) ⊂ Br k via s y . Moreover, if we denote by W ⊂ Γ k the subgroup of wild ramification, then (s y )| W = (s x )| W . Indeed, W is a pro-p-group which acts trivially on F (and hence sections of F × W are classified by group morphisms W → F ) and the order of F is prime to p.
Let now L/k be the maximal unramified extension of k. This extension splits F and contains µ{n}, so that Lemma 5.2 tells us that s x (Γ L ) is normal in F X and we have a projection π
. And since it is well-known that there is an isomorphism of profinite groups
where q is the order of the residue field of k, we see that we only have to care about the images of σ and τ , which represent respectively a lift of the Frobenius (which generates Γ L/k ) and a generator of the tame inertia subgroup (cf. [NSW08, 7.5.3]).
Since L/k is unramified and s y is a section, the image of τ by π L x • s y must be in F and generate a s y (σ)-stable cyclic subgroup T of F .
Consider then a lift of σ to Γ k and the procyclic subgroup C ⊂ Γ k generated by it. Then C is an extension of σ ≃Ẑ and some pro-p procyclic group P . We have the following commutative diagram of profinite groups
where T s y (C) is a subgroup of F X whose image in the quotient Γ k is C and whose intersection with F is T since T is stable by the action of s y (C). This diagram induces the following diagram of 2-cohomology groups
where the (π Γ k ) ), µ{n}) is trivial, which tells us that its image in H 2 (Γ k , µ{n}) is trivial and hence its evaluation at y is trivial, which concludes the proof of the theorem.
Let us then prove the injectivity of (π L x ) * in order to conclude. This is an inflation map coming from the surjective morphism T s y (C) → π L x (s y (Γ k )), whose kernel is the pro-p group P . An application of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
tells us then that injectivity follows from the triviality of H 1 (P, µ{n}), which is easily seen since P is a pro-p-group and µ{n} is a torsion group whose elements are all of order prime to p.⌣
Remark.
All the results in this paper are most probably true for fields of characteristic p > 0 as long as one assumes that the finite groupF is of order prime to p. Note that, accordingly with Theorem 6.3, this should imply in particular that, for the function field k of a curve over F q , there is no Brauer-Manin obstruction to weak approximation for homogeneous spaces X of G with X(k) = ∅ and finite stabilizer F such that the natural map Γ k → Aut F factors through Γ Fq (in particular for constant F ). Proving (or disproving) that such homogeneous spaces have weak approximation should then be a very interesting result.
